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The idea of a dean environment continues to enjoy popular support. Cleaner 
ambient air is an important nationwide accomplishment. Table I is adapted from 
Pollution Engineering (PE 1996) and illustrates the progress made in health criteria 
pollutants from 1985-1994, a period of economic growth. 
TABLE I 
SUMMARY OF NATIONAL AIR EMISSIONS 
Thousand Short Tons 
Year Carbon Nitrogen VOC Sulfur Lead 
Monoxide Oxid e Oxide 
1985 114,690 22,860 25,798 23,230 20,124 
1986 109,199 22,348 24,991 22 ,242 7,296 
1987 108,012 22,403 24,778 22,204 6,857 
1988 115,849 23,618 25,7 19 22,647 6,513 
1989 103,144 23,222 23,935 22,785 6,034 
1990 100,650 23,038 23,599 22,433 5,666 
1991 97,376 22,672 22,877 22,068 5,279 
1992 94,043 22,847 22,420 21 ,836 4,899 
1993 94,133 23,276 22,575 21,517 4,938 
1994 98,017 23,615 23,174 21 ,118 4,956 
Prior to 1970 there were significant increases in these same pollutants. The 
importance of clean air is apparent when considering the daily intake of alSO 
pound working man: 3 pounds of food, 6 pounds of water and, 100 pounds orair 
(Canter 1996). 
\Vhile cost to benefits analysis is often difficult in environmentalism, many aspects 
of the air regulations do have favorable ratios. Over the last 25 years reductions in 
the air pollutant sulfur dioxide, for example, have resulted in major human health 
benefits. The annual estimated industrial costs of the SOX regulation is placed as 2 
billion dollars for 1997 while the annual estimated benefits are JO billion as shown 
on Table II adapted from Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) data (Chestnut 
1995). The 20, h percentile column gives values that correspond to ones where 20 
percent of scientists estimate these values or lower. The uncertainty is demonstrated 
by examining the three column values. 
Several of the eleven Titles of the Clean Air Act 1990 Amendments (CAAA) have 
begun implementation. Title IVan Acid Deposition Control and Title VI on 
Stratospheric Ozone Protection are programs well underway. The permit program 
is Title V, Operating Permit Provisions, and is to be the single enforcement 
document for all CAAA requirements. Permitting activities are turned over to the 
states once their air programs have the necessary scope and features. Oklahoma 
, 
received interim approval of its State Implementation Plan (SIP) in March of 1996. 
A schedule of compliance by industry is shown in Appendix B. 
TABLED 
Estimates Of Annual Human Health Benefits Of Title IV For The Eastern (31) 
United States For \997 (Millions or \994 Dollars) 
Bealth EfTect 20th Percentile Mean 80th Percentile 
Premature Mortality $\,428.0 $9,307.2 $\9,999.0 
Chronic Bronchitis $507.5 $974.0 $\,377.5 
Respiratory Hospital Admissions $5.7 $11.3 $17.\ 
Cardiac Hospital Admissions $4.6 $9.4 $13.9 
Asthma Symptom Days $20.9 $56.9 $93.2 
Restricted Activity Days $70.6 $147.0 $228.6 
Days With Lower Respiratory Symptoms $31.8 $56.7 $90.0 
Total Health Benefit $3,219. $10,562. $20,684. 
Objectives or Study 
The purpose of this study is to eJ:amine operating air permit requirements for a 
protected atmosphere, heat treatment furnace. Air emission data has not been 
published or previously taken on such a furnace to my knowledge. Neither has the 
3 
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federal and state permitting requirements, if any, been determined. Study 
objectives are I) to inventory emissions and improve environmental operations, 2) 
to evaluate air permit regulations pertaining to this type furnace and, 3) to 
determine potential furnace alternatives for continued operating compliance. The 
study is focused on an operating furnace with plant personnel affected all physical 
changes of instrument connections and maintenance as well as completing the area 
wide emissions inventory. ] performed the first CO stack sampling and analysis and 
outlined the plan for the independent consultant stack sampling. Objectives 2) and 
3) were studied without plant assistance or their inconvenience. 
Tektube is one of my employer's companies manufacturing steel boiler tubes using a 
protected atmosphere furnace. Located in Tulsa, OkJahoma the facility that was 
used for this study is a 7 tons per hour, boiler tube annealing furnace originally 
manufactured by Surface Combustion Inc. in 1969. The protective atmosphere. is 
produced by sub-stoichiometrically burning of natural gas with further 
conditioning. This atmosphere is necessary to avoid the scaling and oxidation of 
steel associated with annealing temperatures. There is nothing unique about this 
furnace or its application. In fact, a current brochure from Surface Combustion 
promises a nearly identical product. Rev iewing a governmental ·'Industrial Plant 
Handbook" shows almost 15% of furnace classifications to be of the protected 
atmosphere variety (Defense Logistics Agency 1978). 
, 
,. 
Impact Or Scope 
The EPA has estimated that a major source under Title V will need 1200 man hours 
(estimated in 6/92) in applying for a permit or 660 man houn for a non major 
Source. The EPA further estimates (8/95) the regulatory impact of Title V, State 
Operating Programs (40CFR part 70) for each of the first five years as the EPA $14 
million, the states $160 million, and the sources $512 million (U.S. Senate Committee 
On Environment And Public Works 1995). Source user fees are intended to cover 
the state's costs of administration. The company Enviroplan. Inc. estimates (8/95) 
that capital costs for continuous emissions monitoring (CEM) per Title V, one 
stack, two pollutants is $123,300 with annual operating costs of $24,300. For those 
not needing a Title V permit , Oklahoma still requires an air permit for sources with 
almost no exceptions (OkJahoma Administrative Code 1995). So, air permitting can 
be expensive, its requirements are new to business and the State of OkJahoma, and 
it will impact many businesses 
CHAPTERIJ 
LITERA TURf: REVIEW 
Federal Clean Air Requirements 
The 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments continues our legislative history of federal 
management with state implementation featuring a forward looking timetable of 
compliance. Although the Act introduced sweeping changes throughout eleven 
Titles it is the permit program that is the focus of this study. The EPA rules for Title 
V are codified in the yearly issues ofthe Code of Federal Regulalions. Title 40 
(40CFR). Part 70 deals with state operating permits while Part 71 is for federally 
operated air programs and applies to states failing to adopt approved programs (40 
CFR 70 1996). The EPA allows considerable flexibility in state programs bUI all 
follow the minimum elements outlined in 40 CFR Part 70. The goals then of the Title 
V program are: 1) to integrate all air requirements of all titles into one operating 
permit document, 2) to upgrade various state air programs lacking features, and 3) 
to facilitate enforcement actions (U.S. Senate Committee On Environment And 
Public Works 1995). 
The Environmental Protection Agency is the major executive power of our 
government having environmental responsibility. Some of the other branches 
sharing responsibility include the Department of Interior, Department of 
Agriculture, Department of Commerce, and the. Department of Transportation. 
But the EPA is the largest, administrating 10 major statutes, employing over 18,000 
employees and having a yearly budget of$6.5 billion. Organizationally, each of 10 
geographic regions reports directly to the Administrator. Oklahoma is part of 
Region 6 headquartered in Dallas, Texas. While the environmental laws are written 
by Congress it is the EPA that implements them, acting under the Administrative 
Procedures Act of 1946. Rule making and order making decisions follow a pre-
established, public format. The rule making, or quasi-legislative process, can be 
formal if required by statute or informal and follows in four distinct, often 
contentious phases. These phases are generally described as start-up, development, 
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preparation of proposed rule making package, and preparation of final rule making 
package. This process is seldom completed on an original schedule and often needs 
"supplemental proposals" or " reproposals" . The three attributes of a successful 
program are 1) flexibility, 2) simplicity and, 3) rigor. These are somewhat mutually 
exclusive and any two will handicap the third. 
Order making is a quasi-judicial process in which the EPA acts somewhat like a 
court, hearing evidence and issuing findings in individual cases. This action might 
involve permitting or imposing sanctions. 
A Title V operating permit is required when a facility in an aUainment area 
(Oklahoma) has " potential" emissions from stationary sources and answers yes 10 
anyone of the following questions (Canter 1996): 
I) Is the facility a major source of air toxics? Thai is, do emissions total 10 tons 
per year (tpy) of anyone of the 189 HAPs, or 25 tpy for all HAPs combined? 
2) Is the facility a major source of criteria pollutants? That is, do emissions 
total 100 tpy for either carbon monoxide, particulate matter under 10 
microns, VOCs, or NOX. 
3) Is the facility subject to Title rv on acid deposition control? 
4) Is the facility subject to Title VI on stratospheric ozone protection? 
5) Is the facility subject to NSPS? 
6) Is the facility subject to either NESHAPS or MACT? 
7 
The "potential to emit" (PTE) can be contrasted to actual emissions which are 
normally much less. The EPA considers PTE as (Novello 1995): 
the maximum capacity of a stationary source to emit any air pollutant under its 
physical and operational design. Any physical or operational limitation on the 
capacity of a source to emit an air pollutant, including air pollution control 
equipment and restrictions on hours of operation or on the type or amount of 
material combust ed, stored or processed, shall be treated as part of its design if 
the limitation is enforceable by the Administrator. 
By limiting its PTE a source can become a "synthetic minor" and avoid obtaining a 
Title V permit. The requirement that the limitations must be federally enforceable 
is being litigated in court. Since a source's objective in becoming a synthetic minor 
is to avoid a permit, the EPA demands strict accountability. They have. identified 
several ways to limit PTE but probably the most direct is to demonstrate that actual 
emissions are below 50% of major source status (Novello 1995). There is some 
discussion to move more to actual as contrasted to potential emissions in permit 
determination. 
The EPA has granted a temporary permitting exemption for all non-major sources. 
This was done as a concession to cost effectiveness and to ease the expected state 
administrative burden. The best estimates are that there are 350,000 non-major 
and 50,000 major sources nationwide(U.S. Senate Committee On Environment And 
Public Works 1995). States remain free to not defer non-major permitting 
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obligations and such is the case with Oklahoma. Oklahoma estimates it will issue 
1400 air permits using 25 engineers over 3 years (Environmental Federation Of 
Oklahoma 1996). By comparison, the Ohio EPA Air Division has testified before the 
US Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works that they have 20,000 
facilities requiring an air permit. On the expensive continuous emissions monitoring 
requirement, they estimate 750/0 of the monitors will measure 3.4% of the total SOX 
emissions. The same numbers for carbon monoxide are 82.5% and ' 1.7%. In view 
of this extremely poor benefit to cost comparison, they suggested the EPA entirely 
fund the CEM or any enhanced monitoring system. 
The 1990 Clean Air Act allows the EPA to prescribe methods and procedures for 
compliance other than continuous emission monitoring systems. The EPA has 
received much criticism and many comments during the rule making process on 
monitoring (EPA Website 1996). As just illustrated, harsh criticism was leveled at 
the cost effectiveness of using CEM. While large facilities such as power plants have 
experience with CEM and work the costs into their product ' s price base, most of 
industry has no such experience and can not raise prices. The helpful comments 
emphasized the indirect way of emissions monitoring. The old enhanced monitoring 
rule, 40 CFR 64. recognized three acceptable monitoring technologies (White 1995): 
I) Direct measurement of pollutants with CEM. 
2) Using software modeling to estimate emissions (PEMS). 
3) Using a monitored process parameter to demonstrate emissions compliance 
(DCPL). 
• 
This rule has been redrafted and renamed the compliance assurance monitoring 
(CAM) rule, drafted August '96, and expected to become final sometime after June 
'97 (EPA Website 1996). With this change the focus moves from enforcement to 
pollution prevention and control. With CAM rules there are 1) active controls on 
emissions such as scrubbers and incinerators and 2) documented work practices. 
Either of these will provide reasonable assurance of initial compliance as well as the 
follow up maintenance and operation. Industry will have more flexibility and the 
pu hlic will have greater assurance of compliance to air standards. 
A Title V permit application needs to be complete but the EPA has suggested that 
some early major source applications were more than complete. Texas Instruments 
said before Congress it spent $250,000 per permit which would indicate about two 
person years in preparation efTort or about th ree times the EPA estimate. For a 
major source, all relevant CAAA requirements must be reported nol just those 
necessitating the permit. A non-major need only show those emission units causing 
it to be subject to permitting. In any event, the EPA asserts that Title V will increase 
compliance as a result of placing the obligations in writing wilh initial as well as 
annual certification. Absenl these documents and duties, sources yield to 
competitive pressures at the expense of air quality. 
State Clean Air Requirements 
Oklahoma has combined environmental responsibility under it's Department or 
Environmental Quality (DEQ). Previously, several departments held some 
responsibility that ror air pollution being the Air Quality Division. To help 
administer this responsibility, employment has at least tripled in the last two year to 
over 120 employees with some outside consulting being utilized. In Oklahoma City, 
there is a group of employees that form the Customer Assistance Program complete 
with a 800 number phone service. ]n Tulsa, there is a full service branch which 
includes permit writing assistance (Environmental Federation Of Oklahoma 1996). 
Past Oklahoma air regulations featured construction permits and operating permits. 
In addition there was a prevention of significant deterioration (PSO) requirement. 
All of these features have been retained and the Part 70 or Title V features added. 
The Oklahoma Administrative Code Title 252 Chapter 100 codifies the rules. 
regulations. and permit fee schedules. The most current Code is the 1996 Annotated 
Oklahoma Administrative Code Chapter 100 1996). Bere, Oklahoma's authority to 
regulate air pollution sources is set out as is the registration of even very minor 
sources. The Code states that emission data is never considered proprietary and is 
"available at all times to the public during normal working hours". A personal 
check of one Tulsa, Oklahoma area industry did reveal emission data. 
II 
Generally speaking, a construction permit is required before commencing any new 
or modifying construction. The exceptions to this requirement are: 
1) Anyone criteria pollutant will not exceed one pound per hour emission. 
2) Toxic emissions do not exceed de minimis requirements. 
3) The construction is not subject to NSPS or NESBAP regulation. 
In addition to the Part 70 requirements the State requires major sources to do 
BACT determination, air modeling and provide other potentia l site and sampling 
point information. State and federal air definitions are identical including 
distinctions between major and minor sources. Fees are scaled from $2000 for a 
major to as little as $200 for the one pound per hour level (Oklahoma 
Administrative Code Chapter 100 1995). 
A minor operating permit is required no later than 180 days from initial operation, 
issued for 10 years and is renewable. Actual testing of new sources may be required 
by the DEQ. An annual emissions inventory is also required. Initial fees arc $250 for 
more than 25 tons/year of anyone pollutant or $1 00 if less. In addition annual 
operating fees are scaled with emissions except that carbon monoxide is exempt 
from fees : 
I) 10 - 24.99 tons/year $IOO/year 
2) 25 - 49.99 tons/year S250/year 
3) 50 - 74.99 tons/year $500/year 
4) 75 - 99.99 tons/year $750/year 
1l 
A major operating permit is issued for a fixed 5 year term at $15.19 per ton 
exempting carbon mono:xide, HAPs and, Title VI ozone dep letion substances. 
Municipal waste incinerators have longer terms. The initial processing fee is $2000 
(the construction permit) with renewals S1000. Other activities, such as relocating a 
source, have established fee schedules. 
All areas in Oklahoma except the Wichita Mountains are Class D Areas. The PSD 
program for Class [I Areas addresses three pollutants: particulate matter, sulfur 
dioxide, and nitrogen dioxide. The idea here is to not let anyone new economic 
activity foul the ambient air to its legal ceiling. The annual arithmetic means in 
micrograms per cubic meter for PM , SOX, and NOX are 17, 20, and 25, 
respectively. These values are about 25% of Oklahoma's Primary Ambient Air 
Quality Standards which are the same as the National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards (NAAQS) (Canter 1996). 
Oklahoma has prepared a "Title V Permit Application Guide" . The author has 
purchased a copy of this Guide and some of the blank forms are located in Appendix 
A. Other useful information from this Guide including the application submittal 
schedule is located in Appendix B. This Guide further states that the DEQ has 60 
days to determine administrative completeness after which lime it is "deemed 
complete". If determined to be Title V, the Tektube furnace has SIC 3443 and would 
have a submittal date of March 6, 1999. 
IJ 
Protected Atmosphere Furnaces 
Boiler tubes form a part of a pressure vessel and are commonly manufactured to 
standards set forth in American Society For Testing And Materials (ASTM 
Standards 1995). Flat, carbon steel sheet is cold rolled into a round tube and seam 
welded by a non contact, high frequency, electrical power source (ER\V). This 
welding process gives the steel undesirable properties. The in line, follow up heat 
treatment process is annealing. Figure 1 is a phase diagram for plain carbon steel 
Doyle 1962). Carbon steel boiler tubes range in carbon content from 0.06% to 
0.18% (low carbon) and are given a full anneal. That is, they are heated above 900 
degrees C but below 955 degrees C. The tube material is soaked at temperature for 
an appropriate time and then cooled in air. This treatment will restore ductility, 
mechanical properties, and relieve rolling stresses. A photograph of the Tektube 
heat treatment line is shown in Figure 2. Workflow is from the right to the left 
Normal combustion or natural gas with excess air produces heal and has gas 
constituents of nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide, water vapor, and traces of argon. 
Oxygen, carbon dioxide and water vapor react with carbon steel producing 
unacceptable rusting and decarburizing. The gas constituents are much improved 
with insufficient air for complete combustion or sub-stoichiometric combustion. 
This eliminates the oxygen, reduces the percentage carbon dioxide and introduces 
the reducing constituents, car-bon monoxide and hydrogen. Water vapor may be 
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Carbon dioxide is not easily removed but is not a problem in annealing low carbon 
steel and in the percentages present. The decarburizing effect at austenitizing 
temperatures where surface carbon is ( C) is: 
(C) + C02 = 2 CO 
The scaling reaction important at high furnace temperature and carbon dioxide 
content is: 
Fe + C02 = FeO + CO 
The American Gas Association has classified six groups of commercially important 
furnace atmospheres (American Society For Metals 1981). This study is focused on 
Class 102 which is defined as an exothermic base formed by partial combustion of a 
rich gas-air mixture where the water vapor may be removed to a desired dew point. 
Classification and application of principal furnace atmospheres are given in Table 
m adapted from ASM 1981. 
" 
TABLE ill 
CLASSIFICATION AND APPLICATION OF FURNACE ATMOSPHERES 
Nominal Composition, vol % 
Class Description Application N2 CO CO2 0.2 CA4 
101 Lean exothermic Oxide coating steel 86.8 1.5 10.5 1.2 
102 Rich exothermic Brighl annealing, 71.5 10.5 5.0 12.5 0.5 
copper brazing 
20t Lean prepared nitrogen Neutral heating 97.1 1.7 I.2 
202 Rich prepared nitrogen Annealing, brazing 75.3 11.0 13.2 0.5 
~ 
stainless steel ~ 
<Ii 
301 Lean endothermic Clean hardening 45. I 19.6 0.4 34.6 0.3 ~ 
302 Rich endothermic Gas carburizing 39.8 20.7 38.7 
~ 402 Charcoal Carburizing 64.1 34.7 1.2 
501 Lean exo-endothermic Clean hardening 63.0 17.0 20.0 
502 Rich exo-endothermic Gas carburizing 60.0 19.0 21.0 
601 Dissociated ammonia Brazing, sintering 25.0 75.0 
Tube material continuously travels through the annealing furnace with the 
protected atmosphere leaking out past the inlet and outlet curtains. Rich exothermic 
gas is produced inexpensively by using about 7 volumes of air to each volume or 
natural gas burned. One thousand cubic feet of rich exothermic gas is produced 
with the fo llowing economics: 
18 
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Natural gas 144 cubic feet 
Power 0.4 kW-h 
Cooling water 300 gallon 
Power for drying 0.5 kW-h 
Assumptions on operating hours and utility costs are given later in this report under 
"Analysis of Options", Using current prices a 30,000 cubic foot per hour generator 
has an operating expense of about $13.771hour. 
CHAPTERm 
METHODOLOGY 
Manufactur ing Process 
The CAAA requirements are new to most medium size industrial plants. For this 
new requirement, representative a ir emissions data is needed. A thorough plant-
wide air emissions inventory is required for permit preparation. To facilitate this a 
drawing of the Tektube equipment layout was done as shown on Figure 3. This was 
used to prepare a block diagram , Figures 33 and 3b, of all the plant processes and 
their representative air emissions, if any. These emissions were gathered by the besl 
means including measurements, engineering judgments and equipment manuals. 
There are quite a few potential sources for air emissions, all of which will need to bt' 
included in a Title V permit application. But only the tube annealing furnace had 
significant emissions and these were stack CO from the protective atmosphere. This 
furnace is indirectly healed by gas fired radiant lubes exhausting inside the 
building. I measured average low CO levels «10 PPM) with the portable monilor 
19 
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around the furnace and confirmed expected low levels from burner equipment 
manuals. Instrument models are given later in this report. 
The tube annealing furnace itself is 8 feel tall by 10 feel wide by 50 feet long. The 
tube in and out racks and cooling section add another 160 feet to the furnace length. 
For worker safety, the hood over the racks and cooling section collect the CO fumes 
and evacuate them through the roof, inspirating a great deal of dilution air. To the 
best of my knowledge, this is a common arrangement for continuous, steel 
annealing. 
Upon close examination, the tube manufacturing is actually three mismatched 
industrial processes: welding, annealing, and finishing. All three need to be 
simultaneously running since there is no material storage between processes. 
\\leldin g never limit manufacturing while finishing usually does, perhaps 70% of the 
time. And so the annealing furnace is often under utilized, the importance here 
being that its "polential to emit" will likely be overstated as compared to its actual. 
As depicted in the plant equipment layout , there is a balch annealing process in four 
separate furnaces. Here the protective atmosphere is provided by tank (liquid) 
nitrogen. These furnaces represent significant combustion processes exhausting 
inside the building. But again, 1 measured very low reading near the furnaces with 
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Business Budget 
A rough representative budget will be developed now to drive the economic choices 
presented later. Some expenditure for eAA compliance is expected bUI nol above a 
higher threshold. If compliance costs are much above this high threshold, then 
market disruptions would imply some other solution path. Tube making is a very 
competitive, quality driven business. Raw materials typically make up 85% of the 
products total cost (Weimer 1997). For $10 million annual sales an additional 
compliance cost of $150,000 annually means an increase of 10% in (all) non material 
costs. A representative budget for compliance is $}50,OOO per year. 
Air Measurement Equipment 
The following equipment was used in air measurements: 
1) For the DX generator gas, a portable combustibles analyzer is used, Teledyne 
Model 980. 
2) For the furnace atmosphere, stack gas measurements of 4/28/95 a Quintox 
combustion analyzer KM9006 was used. Printouts of NOX, SOX, and CO 
were available from all three stacks. 
3) Furnace atmosphere stack gas temperature and velocity measurements of 
4/28/95 were made using an Omega kit Model HHF710. 
4) Furnace atmosphere stack gas measurements of 7/5/95 were made by a 
professional consulting sen' ice with a continuous recorder. Two of the three 
stacks were monitored. The model of instrumentation is not recorded. 
5) A commercial CO monitor with alarm is located on the factory floor, 
GasTech model GX-S2. 
Activity Cycles 
Even in the very mature field oftube manufacturing there are continuous changes 
in the equipment: some maintenance, some de-bottlenecking, some process 
upgrades. Competition and business cycles also result in quick and sudden changes. 
These historical cycles are certain 10 repeat themselves in some fashion. 
Oklahoma Construction And Operating Permit 
As already discussed, Oklahoma requires a two part permit for new facilities. Here 
is an example of that permitting and regulatory delay. I applied for these two 
permits on a new construction, high temperature wind tunnel. This wind tunnel is 
physically very close to the protected atmosphere annealing furnace. The State gave 
a timely opinion that permits were required. 
The application for a construction permit was completed May I, 1993 indica ling an 
expected completion date of July 1, 1993. Allhough the exhaust stack was six feet in 
diameter and the tunnel had a 20 MM Btulhour burner, expected emissions were 
very low. For example, carbon monoxide was e.lpected to average 8 PPM or 5pound 
per test day. A permit was granted August 18, 1995 while completion was as per the 
original schedule. 
" 
The application for an operating permit was completed October J 1,1996 which 
requeSied an increase in operating hours to 960 hours per year. The permit was 
granted December 6, 1996. 
There was a great deal of corporate anl.iety over the State' s inaction for 27 months 
on the construction permit. It confirms the uncertainty in dealing with permits and 
could also come into play in asking for permit variances or review of major 
equipment modifications. With its increased personnel Oklahoma should be more 
responsive in permit review. A copy of the construction and operating permits are 




There are a number of natural gas burners operating on the factory no or. Heating 
requirements for the tube annealing furnace are 3.3 million Btulhour for banking or 
"idle" and 10.6 million Btulhour for full production. Ueating requirements for each 
offour independently fired , batch annealing (urnaces is four hours at 4.0 mil.lion. 
seventeen hours at 0.8 million Btulhour and then about eighteen hours of cooling 
and unloadingl1oading of the charge (batch). These burners exhaust inside the 
building. Carbon monoxide reading I took averaged about 3 PPM. An operator 










25 PPM. These readings are nol significant bUI would need reporting on a Title V 
permit. 
The tube annealing furnace atmosphere is exhausted through three stacks labeled 
east (24" ID), middle (IS" ID), and west (24" ID). On 412S/95 I took exhaust stack 
gas measurements at two, single poinllocalions approximately ten minutes apart 
and then averaged: 
• West stack al 537 PPM CO at 2576 FPM and 87F or 18 #/hour 
• Middle stack at 5496 PPM CO at 1330 FPM and 99F or 55#lhour 
• East stack at 2766 PPM CO at 1946 FPM and 82F or 70#lhour 
Two other potential sources for CO besides the protective atmosphere are from 
burn ofT of tube lubricant and steel surface decarburization. Here are example 
calculations for the stack CO and checking the feasibility of other carbon sources. 
SAMPLE CALCULA TlONS 
• East Stack CO Emissions (4 /19/95) 
Measured 
CO PPM ~ 2766 
Stack Velocity ~ 1946 fpm 
Stack Temp ~ 82 F 
Stack Area (24"ID) ~ 3.14 Ft' 
Calculated 
p ~ mw(psia)/(10.n"T.b. ) 
~ 0.070S #lFt' 
Volume = Velocity· Area 
~ 6113 ACFM 
~ 5773 SCFM 
~ 91 J MoleslBr 
CO ~ 0.00276"911 ~ 2.5JMPH 
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• Carbon Present In Material Flow 
Assume 
1) 7 Tonslhour product 
2) Steel 0.10% C 
Calculate 
14 PPH C 
32.6 PPH CO 
Conditions in furnace do not favor decarb. 
Not feasible that we could lose any significant C without showing in chemical 
and mechanical reports. 
• Carbon Present In Lubricant Flow 
Assume 
1) 2" tubes at 7 tonslhour 
2) 3 mils cling to OD and ID 
3) Lubricant 10% C and 56 #fFe 
Calculate 
Surface now = 4600 Ft1IHr 
Potential C ~ 6.44 PPH 
Potential CO ~ 15.0 PPH 
These CO values surprised me so I wanted 10 get a recording of CO levels with lime. 
An independent consullant recorded e:thaust gas measurements on 7/5/95 about 
every two minutes over nearly two and one-half hours on the middle and west stack. 
They were Jimited in their access and unable to make recordings on the east stack. 
Emissions for NOX, SOX, and CO were recorded as shown in Tables IV, V, and VI. 
Only the CO was significant with the following averages: 
• West stack at 201 PPM or 6.7 #/hour 
• Middle stack at 3837 PPM or 38 #/hour 






The PTE calculation is uncertain because of both total operating time as well as 
what emissions level to use. As already mentioned, the business cycle and in some 
instances the maintenance requirements clearly make the actual and potential 
emissions unrelated. It could be argued that the furnace could operate around the 
clock, seven days a week, except for some maintenance and unscheduled downtime. 
The choices for emission levels could be maximums measured, high averages 
measured, or quantities coming from the atmosphere generating unit. Combustibles 
were reported by an operator as 16% during this time period. Doing a materials 
balance on this unit (DX gas) al 16% dry combustibles indicates a total of 175 
#lhour of exhaust gas, carbon monoxide. Using 6800 operating hours per year and 
143 pounds per operating hour (the levels measured 4/28/95) the PTE is 486 tpy. It 
does not seem probable that the emissions can be reduced to minor status, that is 
under 100 tp)'. 
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TABLE IV 
EMISSIONS TESTING 
KEI\"Tl)]IE FACILITY - MIDDLE STACK 
JULY S. 1995 
!'10 NO, 50, CO 
Level Level Level Level 
Time (ppm) (ppm) (p pm) (ppm.) 
11:01 11 0 0 4955 
11 :01 11 0 0 <955 
1l:01 11 0 0 4880 
11: 10 5 0 3 1555 I 
Jl: 15 Il 0 0 5040 
, 
11:17 IJ 0 0 5040 
II: 19 IJ 0 0 <455 
11:21 \0 0 0 4015 t 
11:25 7 0 0 2685 · 
11:26 6 0 0 2395 
11:28 6 0 0 2235 
11:29 6 0 0 2525 
0 0 1835 -11:32 5 • 




11:37 12 0 0 • 
11:38 11 0 0 5580 
11:40 I I 0 0 5215 




KE/I'TUBE FACILITY - MIDDLE STACK 
JULy 7. 199.~ 
NO NO, SO, CO 
Level LeTel Level Level 
Tim< (ppm) {Ppm} (ppm) {Pllm} 
13:02:48 6 0 0 2575 
13,04,5' 6 0 0 2065 
, 
" 13:09:08 5 0 0 1810 i;. .;:: 
13: 12:09 9 0 0 3230 
, 
" 13:15:17 9 0 0 3705 ,
13:17:16 9 0 0 3585 -· 13,19:24 10 0 0 4240 • 
13:21:33 9 0 0 3480 r; 
13:23:43 9 0 0 3530 
,. 
• 
13:26:45 8 U U :i225 
13:29:03 8 0 0 3080 · ~ 
11:12:<Y7 R 0 0 1200 • • 
13:35:03 10 0 0 4265 -, 
4645 
, 
13:36:53 11 0 0 -• 
13:38:49 11 0 0 5120 -
13:42: 18 10 0 0 4585 
, 
13:46: 19 10 0 0 4895 




KE/,TUBE FACILITY - WEST STAC"; 
JULy 7, 1995 
NO NO, SO, CO 
LAovel Level LAo .. l Level 
Time (ppm) (=Porn) (ppm) (ppm) 
09:44: 18 2 0 0 0 
00:52:41 0 0 0 215 
09:56:20 1 0 0 405 
( 
09:59:45 0 0 0 5 
f . 
, 
10:01:45 0 0 1 0 
, 
10:05: 17 0 0 1 10 
10,07:06 I 0 0 240 
10:08:25 0 0 1 180 
10: 10:30 1 0 1 285 
10:11: :)1 I 0 1 235 
10: 14:40 0 0 1 10 
10: 15:38 0 0 1 0 
10:19:02 0 0 1 5 
10:20:39 1 0 1 240 
10:22:24 1 0 1 240 
10:24:38 1 0 1 460 
10:25:54 I 0 1 460 
10:27:57 2 0 0 1045 
10,31:15 1 0 1 0 
10:39:30 0 0 I 0 
10042:52 0 0 I 0 
10:45:19 I 0 I 20 
10:47:07 1 0 I 110 
10:49:42 I 0 2 150 
10:51:09 I 0 I 315 
10:53:44 2 0 0 815 
10:54:36 1 0 1 525 
10:55:46 1 0 I 6U 
10:57:00 I 0 I 5 
10:57,53 0 0 1 0 
Average 0.733 0 0.8 ~Ol. 17 
" 
FIGURE 4 KENTUBE' , . 
Carbon Monoxide Results -Middle Stack 
JulyS, 1995 
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FIGURE 5 KENTUBE 
Carbon Monoxide Results - Middle Stack 
July 7, 1995 
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FIGURE 6 KENTUBE 
Carbon Monoxide Results - West Stack 
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FIGURE 7 KENTU'BE 
Carbon Monoxide Results - WesfStack 
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Continuous Emissions Monitor 
Since continuous emissions monitoring is a fundamental method of complying with 
clean air regulation, quotations were solicited for the Tektube's annealing furnace 
exhaust stacks. Rosemount Analytical has a good reputation for emissions analyzers and 
I"esponded with an equipment selection featuring its GMP 1000 package. The budget 
price for equipment only is $226,590.00. The proposal letter dated 10/25/96 and a GMP 
1000 brochure are included in Appendix C. 
A recent article in the magazine Hydrocarbon Processing emphasized the 
importance in evaluating total cost of ownership for CEMS where TCO = price + 
acquisition cost + life-cycle costs (Mandel 1997). The price ofthe equipment is 
presented as 23.5% of the TeO. For this study 50% was used. Instrumentation and 
computer based technology is rapidly obsolete: over 7 years this would be a $64,740 
per year charge. Uptime and reliability for the CEM is absolutely essential and no 
one at the facility is presently instrument qualified. Request to the State's Customer 
Assistance Program using the 800 number for CEM were not helpful. They could 
not advise budget prices, conceptual equipment, or who to contact for more 
information. 
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Compliance Assurance Monitor 
The CAAA of 1990 stales that CEM may not be required if other methods or 
procedures provide reliable for determining compliance. The CAM approach is 
responsive therefore to the enforcement requirements. Its two essential parts are 
properly designed control procedures and measures insuring that the controls are 
operated and maintained. Control procedures include active devices that remove or 
destroy emissions as well as other measures such as documented work practices. 
material substitution, or process modifications. Several years ago the drive for 
quality resulted in eventual ISO 9000 Certification for the facility. There is 
considerable worker training and documented work practices. A CAM outline for 
the annealing furnace might include the activities listed together with 
documentation of compliance: 
1) Maintenance on the furnace as well as the cooling seelion. 
2) Records of operating hours on the atmosphere generator. 
3) Periodic measurements of percentage and volume of combustibles in the OX 
line. 
4) Description of tubular steel through the annealing furnace. 
5) Inspection of exhaust hood gaps on tube in and out racks. 
The EPA intends CAM to be gap filling in regulations but not replacing CEM . Calls 
to the Oklahoma OEQ generally seem to endorse the CAM approach. 
" 
Analysis Of Options 
Until the 1999 deadline for permit application the best option is to continue process 
changes that improve air emissions. The regulations or the tube business may 
change and the furnace could claim grandfather status. After that date, some type of 
major source permitting seems likely unless either pretreatment or post treatment is 
utilized. Pretreatment would entail replacing all or some of the furnace atmosphere 
with prepared nitrogen moving the furnace atmosphere classification to Class 201 as 
shown on Table m. Post treatment would be active pollution control through some 
basic incineration technique. Because the pollutant is carbon monoxide with air 
dilution , simple after burning would not achieve reasonable destruction efficiencies. 
The following price options analysis captures the net change per year from present 
operations. It is reasonable to assume: 
1) No change in volume of protective atmosphere. 
2) Hours of operation at 6000 per year with all dollars reported on an annual 
basis. 
3) Post treatment equipment and installation is prorated over 10 years. 
4) Catalyst will last 3 years. 
5) Utility costs are $2.50 per MCr for gas, SO.06 per kWh-HI' for electricity, and 
SO.30 per 1000 gallon for water. For the 500 CFM atmosphere generator, the 
present costs with the above assumptions, original combustibles level, are 






combustibles levels (post June 96) reduces fuel costs to 7/8 (see Figure 8) of 
original or to $56,700 for a total atmosphere cost of $82,600 per yea r. 
6) Minor permit preparation man hours are 500 and major man hours are 1000 
both at $60 per hour prorated over 5 years 
7) For major permits the CEM Rosemount Analytical figures are used with a 7 
year life and equipment costs 50% ofTOC. For CAM $ 3.000 in outside 
services and $7,000 in additional inside annual services are used. 
Minor Status 
High purity, bulk liquid nitrogen is commercially available at $0040 per 100 Ftl with 
the tanks and gasifying equipment supplied as part of this price structure. This 
information was supplied to me by a commercial supplier of nitrogen. Some small 
piping modification to the annealing furnace would put this option as : 
Price of installation $ 1,000.00 Engineering Estimate 
Permit preparation $ 6,000.00 100 hours/yr. @ $601hr 
Credit for DX gas $ 182,600.001 Above 
Price of Nl $ 720,000.00 FI'lYr @ $/Ft' 
Total $ 664,000.00 
As pointed out in a recent article in Chem ical Engineering, relaxing the purity 
requirements would a llow membrane air separation modules to be more economical 
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have to be leased and maintained giving an 0 1 byproduct. This option is estimated 
as: 
Price of installation $ 2,500.00 Engineering Estimate 
Permit preparation $ 6,000.00 100 hours/yr. @ $601hr 
Credit for DX gas $ 182,600.00) Above 
Price of N2 $ 216,000.00 @ $1.20/mcf • 
r 
Total S 141,900.00 
Three types of incineration are commercially available. thermal, catalytic, and 
regenerative. All would have to be owned and ofTer very high destruction efficiencies 
with high but varying fuel operating costs. Physically, the equipment would be 
·t 
difficult to site because of size. An estimate of the thermal incineration would 
require a plot of 10 feet by 24 feel. It seems reasonable 10 assume that the measured 
stack gas volume could be reduced by 20% through draft control and closer hood 
seal clearances. So the duty to heat to )600 Fahrenheit is Q = M (C p) 6.T= (16,000 
SCFM +1.2)(4.5)(0.25)(1600-90) ~ 22.6. 10' Btu/hr. Prices for equipment are 
estimated from the indexes developed by Vatavuk (Vatavuk 1990) of the form P = 
aQb where Q is in SCFM and for 50% heat recovery a = 4,920 and b = 0.389. These 
dollar amounts are escalated 3% annually and put on a 1996 basis and prorated for 
ten years . Installation is based on 6J% of the equipment costs (Cooper 1994). 
Annual net change for thermal incineration are: 
42 
Price of equipment $ 23,600.00 
Installation $ 14,400.00 
Permit preparation $ 6,000.00 100 hourlyr. @ $60Ihr 
Fuel $169,000.00 11.3 x 2.5 I 6000 hr. 
Total $ 213,000.00 
Prices for catalytic incinerators, without catalyst, are reported by Va tavuk of the 
form P = exp(a + bQ) where Q is in thousand of SCFM and for 50% heat recovery a 
= 11.7 and b = 0.0354. Assuming a temperature of 600 F heat duty would be (7.63/2) 
x 106 and with 75 Ftl of precious meta l cata lyst at $3000fFtJ : 
Price of equipment $ 19,300.00 
Insta ll ation $ 11,700.00 
Permit preparat ion $ 6,000.00 100 hourlyr. @ $60Ihr 
Fuel $ 57,200.00 3.81 x 2.5 x 6000 hr 
Catalyst $ 75,000.00 75 x 3000 7 3 
Total $169,200.00 
Regenerative thermal incinerators are popular in high vo lume, lean fume ranges. 
This volume at 13,300 SCFM fits the lower end of RTO range with prices estimated 
from Smith Engineering Company (Cooper 1994) in 1992 dollars escalated 3% 
annually to 1996 and prorated over ten years. Beat recovery effectiveness is selected 
as 90%. Their presentation is in graphical form and puts most of the equipment and 
installation costs together. 
Price of equipment and installation $ 69,000.00 
Foundations and ductwork $ 13,800.00 
Permit preparation $ 6,000.00 100 h r/yr. @ $601h r 




Process Options Diagram 






Should a major source permit, Title V, be necessary both CEM and CAM are 
approved. Note that the Oklahoma operating fee of$15.19/ton of air pollutant is not 
thought to apply to CO and therefore omitted. Should this fee need to be include it 
would be $7382 per year. For CEM the analysis for yearly additional eJ:penses is: 
Price for CEM $ 64,740.00 226,000 x 2 + 7yr 
Permit preparation $ 12,000.00 1000hr x S60lhr + Syr 
State fee $ 400.00 Permit fee 
Total $ 77,140.00 
For the CAM method the assumption is that one-fourth of a person can check and 
document the necessary data inside the company and require about 50 hours per 
year of outside consulting analysis. The permit money reneets the 5 year issue 
period: 
Price for CAM $ 10,000.00 Engineering Estimate 
Permit preparation S 12,000.00 1 OOOhr x $60/hr +5yr 
State fee $ 400.00 Permit fee 
Total $ 22,400.00 
" 
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Revisions To Annealing Furnace Operations 
Several changes were made during 1996 that favorable afTect air emissions. To try 
and lower the CO readings, 1 persuaded operations to decrease combustibles from 
the DX unit. This percentage has been reduced to a reported )0% (dry) without 
affecting the quality of tubes produced. Figure 8 shows the old and new operating 
range of percentage combustibles on a wet basis. This graph was produced from 
data 1 ran on an Excel program capable of these calculations. Curtains on the 
furnace tube inlet and tube outlet were replaced to reduce atmosphere leakage out. 
And maintenance has improved the furnace air tightness and the rapid cooling 
section. 
During February of 1997 the combustibles analyzer was install permanently on the 
DX line. Also, evaluations by operations indicated against reducing the percentage 
combustibles values. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Steps For Permitting 
Recall that a series of steps were completed towards CAAA 1990 air permit 
compliance. A review of manufacturing operations in the steel processing plant and 
an inventory of emissions were made. This identified the protective atmosphere of a 
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emissions. Representative data was taken and subsequently changes made that 
lowered emissions of the pollutant, carbon monoxide. However, results of these 
changes are unverified and they are not likely to result in lowering the yearly 
emission levels below 100 tons/year. The study equipment as weIJ as any protective 
atmosphere generator of 5,000 SCFH or more are major source permit candidates. 
The information collected should apply to a broad class of steel annealing furnaces. 
The State of Oklahoma has reorganized its environmental air responsibility into the 
DEQ and has elected not to exempt minor air emissions sources from permitting. 
The EPA has approved Oklahoma' s SIP. Improved DEQ staffing and sufficient 
report forms should make permit filing less arduous but still with uncertain timing 
and requirements. The EPA rule making process underlies much ofthe uncertainty 
and will greatly impact the cost or compliance. Their early strong endorsement of 
CEM for major status has given way to proposed rule making of the more cost 
effective CAM. 
The variation of the stack CO levels with time appears mysterious. That is, why do 
individual stack readings fluctuate so much with time? The generator of the 
protective atmosphere runs at constant output. Steel product travels in batches 
through the furnace carrying significant liquid lubricant. This burn off of lubricant 
may contribute to emissions. Perhaps some steel surface decarburizing also occurs. 
But a very rough material balance exists between the generator and measured stack 





lubricant and decarburizing. The limited 4/28/95 data measured 148 #/hour at a 
time the generator was predicted as making 175#/hour. Ideally, if continuous data 
on all three stacks could be taken simultaneously over a longer period of time also 
recording generator (DX) percentage combustible and product positioning then 
some clear prediction of CO levels could be made. The mystery might be that small 
furnace pressure swings created by the steel cbarge distributes a fixed amount of 
CO to time varying emissions in stacks. 
Options For Change 
Several economic options can be ruled out. Earlier, an upper threshold budget based 
on a 10% non material price increase was suggested at $150,000 per year. Bulk 
nitrogen pretreatment, thermal and catalytic incineration post treatment exceed this 
amount. The other type of incineration passes the dollar amount test but would be 
an additional process in line that must be running when the annealing furnace is. It 
would also be necessary to install a second level indoors to site the regenerative 
incinerator. So, incineration is not a very reasonable choice. 
The obvious good choice is for a major source permit utilizing CAM. It is by far the 
least costly and has some endorsement by the Oklahoma DEQ. This facility is ISO 
qualified and practiced at procedures and documentation. CAM should be available 
whenever the annealing furnace runs and not limit production. But the rules here 
are still being developed by the EPA. The EPA may also question these permits 
more often using their philosophy of any creditable evidence of non compliance. 
" 
Clearly, some additional test data must be taken to develop a CAM program. A 
partial list of CAM features for a protected atmosphere furnace was previously 
given. 
Two of the other economic options detailed have successful potential. A major 
source permit with CEM might be a choice if it did not limit tube production. With 
three stacks very much mismatched on emissions, perhaps the permit could be 
written where in the event ofinstrument failure the annealing furnace did not have 
to shut down. For example, since the west stack is very low in emissions by 
comparison with the other two then a failure in instrumentation there would be 
allowed to go with emissions unreported. Or a failure in either of the other two 
would be replaced by scavenging instrumentation from the west stack. The second 
possible option is as minor source with membrane air separation. This is the only 
apparent option avoiding the requirement of a major source permit. 
Permit Flexibility 
The high challenge in flexibility is to write the permit with future, and therefore 
unknown, maintenance and process changes so that business choices are not delayed 
or prohibited. Certainly, you could spell out twice the expected equipment 
maintenance or repair as well as foreseeable process changes. It might be possible 10 
describe only atmosphere generator modifications increasing the combustibles as 
modifications adversely affecting emissions and therefore the permit. The number of 
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expected, perhaps by as much as 100%. Ma:limum flexibility calls for broad 
language and worst case scenarios. 
Both Oklahoma and federal regulations give some instructions towards permit 
flexibility. Oklahoma will generally say that if there are no increase in emissions, the 
permit needs no revision. They also encourage writing realistic alternative operating 
scenarios or other processes or ways equipment may be used. The EPA has 
operating scenarios and provisions for 1) minor permit modifications, 2) off permit 
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OKLAHOMA DEQ FORMS 
MAJOR SOURCE OPERA TL'IG PERMIT APPUCA TION GUIDE 
mUt V} 
(OAC 152:100(8) 
,. BLANK FORMS I 
Please refer to Part B "lnstnJctions for forms" prior to rompleting the enclosed forms. These forms may be 
dupJicned as needed. If an appendix is rcfO'"OlCCd on a form. make sure thai a separale name is identified clearly 
on me form and the cornsponding ap~dix. 
The fonns included ~ as follows: 
Forms required for administrative completeness 
• FORM I Facility General Informacion 
• FORM 1a Emissions Inventory 
• fORM lb Insignificant Activities 
• FORM 2 (R~) 
• FORM J Emissions Unit Group Description 
• FORM 4 (Reserved) 
• FORM 5 Emissions Unit Group Compliance Oemonstn.rion 
• FORM Sa Schedule of Compliance 
• FORM 6 (Reserved) 
Optional forms 
• FORM Sb 
• FORM Ie 
• FORM Sc 
Emissions Unit Nonapplicable RequirementS 
SlUdd Request 
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in the AQD evaluation and preparation of the permil Cbeck only one io 801 2 or see Box 3. 
D Use the annual emissions inventory as il appears in the most recent lurn Around Document" 
dated which is on fil e with AQD. The inventory is accurate. complete. and uses 
the same numbering and naming conventions as presented in this Title V Permit Application and 
includes supponing information to document emissions calculations ptmiuant to OAe 252:100-7-
4(d)(2). 
D Use the annual emissions Inventory as it appears in the attached new or revised "Tum Around 
Document" dated This inventory is accume, complete, and uses the same 
numbering and naming conventions as presented in the Major SOW"CC Operating Pennil 
Application Guide and includes supporting information to document emissions ca1culations 
pursuant to OAe 252 :1OO-7-4(d)(2). This information is included. in Appendix 
~h' .,£=>' ,.;'-:" ;,.:-.::.-• .:..~ L"i"E:RN ·TE.Ml:riiODs:fu~R.)tEMiSS"tONS;"~r,:$~~··~'it . .', 
.:: ·~··~~;:§"~F.A. ·· · .. ";",;,,,;,~.-.;;.--... .. , :··.;no· ......... "" .n", . " ' ·· a",.. -p iil'r71'Z"'tf,-'5tlL;;J;i:':i 
The following aJtemat.e method repres~ntS the emission from the faciltty and should be used in the 
AQD evaluation and preparation of the permit Cbec.k AI .ppropri.t~. 
D Referenced emissions listed in a current permit, pennit number(s) , which have been summarized in Appendix __ 
wing the sam~ numbering and naming conventions as presemed in the Major Sourc~ Operating 
Permit Application Guide. 
D A worksheet d~veJoped by the Agency for specific indwtries included in Appendix _ _ _ using 
the same nwnbering and nammg conventions as presented in the Major Source Opt:rating Permit 
Appl ication Guide, 
D Other m~thod{s) to be approved by DEQ with all associated justifications. documentauon . and 
calcu latlo ns pursuam to OAe 252 IOO·g·5(d){3) located in Appendix ___ usin!!: Ihe same 
" 
FORMS 





OKLAHOMA PERMIT APPLICA nON SCHEDULE 
" 
.. , 
APPLICATION SUBMITTAL SCHEDULE 
The schedule of a~inistra.t.ive l y complete pennil application submittal is as follows. h is 
highly recommeoded that permit applications be subrnined at leASt sixty days prior to the actual 
deadl ine. The deadline dates listed are for receipt of applications from the effective date of 
program delegation (March 6, 1996). 
- 6 months (September 6, 1996) 
One--third afthe facility applications from the Oil and Gas Industry and Electric Utilities 
(SIC 131 I, 1321, 4911 , 4961 , 4922, 4923,5171) 
-12 months (Much 6, 1997) 
Remaining two-thirds of the above groups, and 
Metals (SIC 33 12, 3315, 3321, 3379, 3341 , 3351, 3411, 3412, 3432, 3466) ;44 S 
Brick PI ... " (SIC 3251, 3297) 
Commercial Printing (SIC 2752, 2761 ) 
-28 months (July 6, 1998) 
Refineries (SIC 2911) 
Cemenl Plan" (SIC 3241) 
ChemicaVCarbon (SIC 2819, 2821 , 2851, 2861, 2869, 2891, 2895, 2899, 2999,3053, 
3086, 3089) 
Petroleum TransportarionffenninalslSlOrage (SIC 4612, 4613) 
Food Products (SIC 2013, 2074. 2095) 
-36 months (Much 6, 1999) 






Odober 25, 1996 
FINTUBE lP 
7130 S. Lewis 
Sui te 400 
Tulsa. OK 74136 
Tefephone No. (918) 486-6206 
FAX No. {9 1B) 491-9999 • 
• 
Attn: Mr. Don Reid 
Subject Budgetary Pricing 10 Furnish CootinuQus Emissions Monitonng 
Systems (GEMS) for FINTUBE LP 
Rosemount Analytical Budgetary Proposal 7012 
Dear Mr. Reid: 
AOKlIIOUIli ....... IJT<Clllne. 
1201 NO"~ M ..... Street 
PO. 60. 901 
Or ...... lt OH "661-0901 USA 
TOIl F,U ' (800!" 1l·~1)76 
rei ' 1330, 6e2·!lQl0 
Fa . I ,3lO16S.->4J..! 
It was a pleasure speaking to you on the telephone the other day concerning your appliCation. Per your 
request. Rosemount Analytical is pleased to respond to your request for budgetary pricing for Continuous 
Emissions Monrtonng Systems. Based upon the requirements in the analytical application systems data 
sheet we are quoting three (3) ·pre-engineered" GMP 1000 gas monitonng systems for the application 01 
moMonng CO, 0, and NO •. The budgetary price fer each system described is approximately $ 75.530.00. 
The approximate total price for aU three (3) CEMS is $ 226,590.00. Each CEMS will come equipped w ith a 
gas sample probe. Each system will be able to perform automatic caHbration. Each measurement w ill have a 
4·20 rnA output signal from the CEMS. The system wilJ be located in a NEMA 12 cabinet with HVAC and 
includes a sample conditioning system and temperature controlfe~ for the sample probe and heated sample 
line. A six pen strip chart recorder. Rosemount Model 4200, will be installed In each CEMS. Heated sample 
line is not included in the base price and can be purchased at $ 35.00 per foot To upgrade the NEMA 12 
cabinet with HVAC to a NEMA 4 cabinet with HVAC, add approximately $1 ,725.00 to each system. 
The Rosemount Analytical CEMS manufacturing facitity in Orrville, Ohio has received ISO 9001 Quality 
Certification. This prestigious quality certification is awarded by the International Quality Agency, Del Norske 
Veritas, after a rigorous analysis of a manufacturing facility's operations and procedures. 
Rosemount Analytical is recognized as the premier supplier 01 Continuous Emissions MonitOring Systems 
(CEMS). As reponed by Control magazine in the January 1996 issue, Rosemount was the number 1 choice 







Continuous Emissions Monitoring 
(CEMS) Package 
• Packaged approach to measuring one, two, 
or three gases plus opacity 
• Measurement options: Oz. CO, CO2, 502' 
NO,. NHJ • THe, Opacity 
• Field proven Rosemount Analytical analyzer 
technologies 
Fully pre-eng jneer~; designed for 
maximum uptime .. 
• Sell diagnostics 
• Manufactured under ISO 9001 certified 
quality standards 
Optional installalion, startup, cer1ification, 
and on"901ng service programs available 
WORLD CLASS TECHNOLOGY 
FAOM YOUR ONLY SINGLE 
SOURCE CEMS SUPPLIER 
Rosemoul'Il Arlalyticat offers 8 cost-elfective, pre-
engineere(l ConHnuOtJs Emissions Monitoring (eEMS) 
paCl<age lor lhasa app!lca tionS wfl8te one. two. or !hI" 
gases, and poSSibly opaCIty, must be monitored lor U.S. 
EPA compliance purposes. 
The GMP 1000 CEMS package provides the same field-
proven Flosemol:.-.: Analytical analyzer tecnnologles 
coup led to tne most ruggedly constructed ;vId dependable 
sample enraction and cond ltionmg systems in tne indllStry . 
The GM? 1000 packllge IS backed by the SINGLE 
SOURCE capability of Rosemount Analytical 110 you can 
depeno on Itoe best and most comprehensive suPPOrt 
services 10' CEMS in the IndUS!fy. Optional services can 
include installahon, slllrtup. certificabon testing, .".neuse 
traininQ an., orH}Oing maintenance contracts. Or. you can 
ct100se to purcnase the pre-engmeered, ~-aJone GMP 
1000 package lor cost effective. dependable conbnuous 
emiss ions r"IIOnotoring. 
""'P-'--.:lO.,. P~ 
.f. U '; .".....,. I 
THE GMP 1000 PACKAGE 
The bUIC GMP 1000 PacQge inciuOes: 
Rosemount Analytical anatyzlllS 
Healeo ,ample probe. 
Temperature cOnlroPelS for botn p.obe and healed 
IAfl"lDie line. 
Thermoel&C1ric sample conditione. contalnlnQ Imegral 
pre-cooler, sample pump. conOensate removal SYSTem, 
and wate. IntruSion mon~OI" fo. sample pump shut.,own on 
Itoe un~kety event 01 a conditione. lallu.e: proVides 
unsurpasseO anllyzer protectJOfl . 
LocaIIremote caJibnlllOn capability lor Oiagncstlc testinQ 
of analyzers. and compliance with the EPA:, 40 CFR 60. 
Appenoix F and <40 CFR 75. 
Calibration drtf! ano poIJutal1l ellcettdence alarms. 
"F1lS1 Loop· and analyzer now control. 
Optional HVAC and/OI probe blowback lor enhanced 
per1o""ance over a wider range of IIWflca~on s . 
APPENDlXD 
OKLAHOMA APPLICATION FOR 
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATING PERMIT 
.. 
PC -GOt APR::' 1~8 9 
Tulsa C!.t:i'-Counc"l Re3lth Oepar~ent 
Air Qua l ":"ty concrol Programs 
At:t:encion: Air Pe~it:s 
.6i6 Ease l~t:h Street; 
Tulsa, Okl~homa 7~11~-6i;2 
(918) 74~-lOOO, ~~tension 3811 
FOR TCC!D USB ONLY 
permi t; Humber 
Received 




Typed l'Ia ..\.lez 
APPL;OnON FOR PZRMI= 1'0 COMS'I'RUC":' 
(Submit; In Duolic3te) 
'I'he FIrITU8E LIMITED PARTNERSHIP 
! of (desc=:'::e sc:..: . 
RESEARCH/EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY FOR PE RFORflANCE TESTING OF F"INNEO TUBES 
U~DER ACTUAL PROCESS CONDITIONS. 
to be lcc3.t:eoi ae 4150 S. ELWOOD. TULS A. OK 
(AT OUR KEMTUBE OIVISION FACILITY) 
a mi, as re~..l:'rec C,,! the re!e:-enced Requlac!.ons . here=-I makes app2.ica c:'::-. 
Tc!sa. c.: t;-;-<::.:unc·{ Healt."l Oe~ar:..-:lent fer approval of a ?e!:"::1il: to Cor.s-::=-.;=: 
P!ans, s;:ec:'!!cat:'::ms, desc:ipt':"on and enql.!leeri.nq calc:.:.lat':"cns ar.c dat~ 
aC::Jmp.;.ny t,.."le _P?l':"cat:'on. 
Est~-:late~ ~atels) Of Cons~-uc~cn Start _"5ul"OL1LILo"", __ -,Complet':"on 7 /01/9:: 
Tot.l Es;:.~"tIacec C.;.pi tal Costs Of The Const--uc-::.ion Project._--,I"lWO.O"-'. .• 0.0.0 __ _ 
PRE SIDENT 
FINT USE LTD. 
7130 S. LEWIS SUITE 400 
TULSA, OK 74136 
Title 
Company 
Address , :.lp 
Te lephone 
" 
ENGIUEERING MANAGE R 
FINTUBE LTD. PART NERSHIP 
7130 S. LEInS, SU ITE 400 
TUL SA. OK 74136 
--- -- ---
PERMIT 
AIR QUALITT DIVISION 
STATE IF OXlAHOMA 
OEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMEIITAL QUALITY 
4545 N: LINCOLN BLVD,. SUITE 250 
OJ(lAJiOMA CITY. OKlAHOMA 73105-3483 
Date _...;A.;.u:.;<JU:;,..S..:t-=1.:.7 ___ • 19 95 Permit Noi' _..:!.93~-:!O!-,4!,;3c:-:!,C,-___ _ 
__ ...:P.::i:::n~t:::ub:::::ec.::L~; :m:::; ,:;t:;e:;:d..::P.::ar!.:;tn::er::::.::.s h::,::.-P!::.... __________ • havi ng temp 1i ed 
with the requirements of the lil11f, is hereby granted penaission to _____ _ 
construct a research/experimental facility for performance testing 
of finned tubes under actual process conditions at their Fintube 
Division at 4150 South Elwood, Tulsa, Oklahoma . 
subject to the following conditions, attached: 
HI Standard Conditions 
II Standard Conditions for EPA New Source Perlomance Standards 
!I Specific Conditions 
Director, Atr Quality 
___ -1H~1l..::.<-:::. : !:ldf~~~~l-''---=-_______ Executi ve Oirector'--
.. 
- ' .. .... . -
AlR QUAUTY PROGR.AM 
STATE OF OKlAHOMA 
· - .. -....... _ .. .,.... "-. .~~.,~ .. ....:..:. :.:.;tU~"';:.: - .:.::-;.:.~.~~ ........ ~~ ' ·' ' '1"':'0-:-- , , "~-. ~~ T.~No.~~"'· · · · ·{~~· .4.';'.)!I"',,:::-. 
APPUCATION FOR PERMIT 
Submil in Triplicate 
DEP.ARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUAUn' 
4545 NORnf UNCOL~ BOUU VARD, SUITE 250 
OKLAHOMA C!l1', OKLAHOMA 73105·3483 
The Pill tube L1.aited PertllershJ.p 
Tes t r.clllry 
propcMeIO the t;oruotruction operation o( 
.nd, u recJwrd. by OAe 252: 100·7 prom JII.,cd in attanl.nce with Secliom 2001 -2003. Tille 63, 
O~I.homa Sl.&tutes 1971, he~by m.~~ applic.tion to the Sl.&te o( OIJ.hom, Dep.rtment of Environmenu.1 
Qu.a.lity for approv.1 of plans and fOT. permit 10 proceed with con.lrudion or opcnlion. F o r. conJIM.ldion 
pennit, J.laccomp.nyi.nli pl.OJ, -pecilie&Lions. deK"ripLiora .nd cnrin~g ckta [0 .... 1 be Jubmitted in lriplic.le. 
For opc:nling permi!. the .tart up k ill' mu.ll be ,pcci.£irJ.. 
E.ti.J:n.tcd da te of Camll"u dion Sl.&rt_S_'_'_/~ Completion _'_'_'_1 ~ 
Open tion.I ,u.rl up d.le _'_'_'_/~ SIC CODE,~'" .. "",---_ _ _ _ 
T ot.a.I eltim.ted cost of thi. project t. $_'_0_0_,_00_0 ___________ _ 
RC!1!IUk.. 
App~u.t.iao . bould bc . illncd by (1 ) owntt of f.cil.iry or dc.i gn.t.a:lleg.lly ralpaNlible rcpre:tcuLoot.ivc .nd e2l the 
penon f.a..miliar with &Od rc.poruible for completion of the . ppliu.tian.. pl..n.'1·c.tiOral.~cnginC"Cri.n1i dall. . 
5',n.'='(1)~ 5',n. '=(2) ,_ (If{J 
N&mc Larry J. S N&.IXIC DoD I.. ll.e1d ,PE 
Ti tle freaidcot Div . FiDtube Corp •• the Cell.hrffiu" Engiocel"iDg Director 
COlD~DY "i.Drubc Uai ted P.rrDenhip .f'l..aD.ag i.DS COI:DpanfriDtl.lbe L1a1t:ed Partuel"sh1p 
AddrcN 71 30 S. teVis. s une 400 Mmliet of AJdn .. 130 s. Uilil. SOltll' 400 
Tu lsa. OJ: 74136 l'£I; tuoCj b, I"G. Tul ... OJ: 74136 
Telephone No, 918=488=6202 Telephone No. 918-488=6206 
D.te: 10/9/96 
DEQ Form No. 884 Reviled April, 1994 
" 
PERMIT 
AIR QUALITY DIVISION 
STATE OF OKLAHOMA 
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
4545 N. LINCOLN BOULEVARD, SUITE 250 
OKLAHOMA CTIY, OKLAHOMA 73105·3483 
Date December 6, 1996 Permit No. 93-043T-O 
____ ~FlliDllruygbe~Lllim~it~ed~P~.~rtn~en~bWip~ ____________________ ,ha~g complied 
with the requiremeoD of the law, is hereby granted permission IO, ____ "o.,p"'era""'te .... a
finned tubes test facility. 
subject to the following conditions, attached! 
I Xl Standard Conditions 
(Xl Standard Conditions for EPA New Source Performaoce Standards 
(Xl Specific Conditions 
~ Id--'O~ __ -_________________ Director, Air Quality 
' I) :; 




Don R Reid 
Candidate for the Degree of 
Master of Science 
Thesis: CLEAN AIR REQUiREMENTS FOR A PROTECTED ATMOSPHERE 
FURNACE 
Major Field: Environmental Science 
Biographical: 
Personal Data: Born in Anadarko, OkJahoma the son of Raymond and 
Flossie Godard . Adopted by Carl and Jewell Reid . Capably reared by Grady 
and Pauline Ballard. 
Education: Graduated from Webster High School, Tulsa, Oklahoma in 1961 , 
received a Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering from Tulsa 
University, Tulsa, Oklahoma in 1972. Completed the requirements for the 
Master of Science degree in Environmental Science in May 1997. 
Experience: Active since 1966 in some facet of engineering, sales, or 
managemen t of several companies including a company of my own. A 
Professional Engineer since 1977. Presently Engineering Director of Fintube 
LP in Tulsa, Oklahoma. 
Professional Memberships: American Society of Mechanical Engineers and 
American Society For Testing And Materials. 
